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MOTION ANALYSIS 6 POINT CHECKLIST 

 

1. Overall Rhythm and Tempo, Stride Direction and Ball Release 

 How is the pitcher’s tempo? Are things fluid or does he appear to pause and 

“muscle up” around front foot plant? 

 Does the pitcher’s center stay over his driveline through ball release or does he 

drift/fall dramatically to either side? 

 Release out over his front foot (good fwd trunk tilt) or is he pulling off to his glove 

side or staying too upright (head/hand well behind his front foot)? 
 

2. Early Momentum (weight shift) and First Move Out of Leg Lift 

 Does he initiate early momentum to home plate before bringing the arms up 

(early momentum before breaking the hands is a good rule of thumb)? 

 Is his whole center moving forward or is he just sticking his hip out (sinking down 

or tilting back)? 
 

3. Back Leg Action and Early Stride Phase 

 Is pitcher engaging the back leg (sitting into his stride) or is the back leg overly 

stiff and passive? 

 Does back knee turn in towards home plate early (caving in)? 

 Momentum building well towards home plate before raising the throwing arm? 

 
4. Unwind into Foot Plant (before and after) 

 Does throwing arm arrive cocked and ready at (or just after) front foot plant? 

 Good separation (hips opening, shoulders closed/lined up to home plate)? 

 Front knee pointing roughly towards home plate (stable)? 
 

5. Front Side Stabilization Through Ball Release (Launch) 

 Does the glove arm actively firm/stabilize (elbow down in by front hip)? 

 Is the front knee strong and firm (not sinking/collapsing) into ball release? 
 

6. Finish and Deceleration 

 Do his hips get all the way through and rotate well around his front leg/hip… or 

does he vault/drift out towards home plate after ball release? 

 Smooth deceleration or jarring and upright in his finish? 
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6 POINT CHECKLIST (SHORT VERSION) 

You can print this page and use it as a quick/easy reference (check things off as you go) 
 

1. Overall Rhythm & Tempo, Stride Direction and Ball Release 

 Rhythm & Tempo:   Fluid/Smooth __   Stiff/Mechanical/Slow __ 

 Stride Direction:   Good (maintains driveline) __     Offline __ (note: may not be 

an issue if shows good balance throughout) 

 Ball release:  Good (out front) __     Too Upright or Pulling Off to Glove Side ___ 
 

 

2. Early Momentum (weight shift) and First Move Out of Leg Lift 

 Good Early Weight Shift __    Lack of Early Momentum __ 
 

 

3. Back Leg Action and Early Stride Phase 

 Engages Well (sits into stride) __     Stiff/Passive __     Caving in __  

 Loaded/Closed Hips __    Unloads Hips Early __ 

 

 
4. Unwind into Foot Plant  

 Throwing Arm Arrives Cocked __     Arm Cocks Too Early or Late __  

 Good Hip/Shoulder Separation __    Lack of Separation __      

 Front Knee Pointing at Home __   Too Closed or Open __  
 

 

5. Front Side Stabilization Through Ball Release (Launch) 

 Glove Arm Firms Up Well __   Glove Arm Flies Open or Drops Early __ 

 Strong/Stable Landing Leg __   Front Knee Collapses Over Toes __  
 

 

6. Finish and Deceleration 

 Hips Get Through/Rotates Well __   Picher Blocks Himself Off __  

 Pitcher Vaults/Drifts towards Home Plate after Ball Release (inefficient) __  

 Smooth Deceleration __   Jarring/Upright Finish __  

 

 
See the 5 Moves Checklists on the following pages for more detailed explanations 
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POWER MOVE #1 CHECKLIST 

The Big Shift (Early Momentum) 
 

 
KEYS to power Move #1: 

 Early weight shift (while getting gathered/loaded) 

 Leading with the hips 

 Momentum towards home plate before hand-break (not a must, but a 

good rule of thumb) 

 Stable and engaged with the back leg 

 The center of gravity and hips lead the action 

Common Tendencies to AVOID: 

 Lack of early momentum (getting stuck over the back foot) 

 Leading with the shoulders 

 Raising the throwing arm early (often result of breaking the hands before 

weight shift) 

 Leaning back (without any forward momentum) 

EXAMPLES of Tendencies to Avoid: 

 

 

Lack of early weight shift/momentum  

towards home plate 

 

 

Leaning back  

(without fwd momentum) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In both cases, you also see the lack of momentum coupled with early hand-break 
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POWER MOVE #2 CHECKLIST 

The Back-side Power Engager (Sitting into Your Stride) 
 

 
KEYS to power Move #2: 

 Sitting back into the stride, engaging the back leg 

 Loaded and closed with the hips 

 Hips and center of gravity dipping WHILE moving towards home plate 

 Some pitchers will get lower than others (depending on style, mobility 

and flexibility) 

Common Tendencies to AVOID: 

 Staying too stiff or straight with the back leg 

 Being too passive with the back leg (not engaging) 

 Sinking straight down BEFORE weight shift towards home plate 

 Collapsing the back knee inward towards home early 

EXAMPLES of Tendencies to Avoid: 

 

 

Opening early (unloading the hips) 

Back knee turning in, arms raising early  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sinking straight down (before weight shift) 
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POWER MOVE #3 CHECKLIST 

The Counter-Balance & Loaded Stride 
 

 

KEYS to power Move #3: 
 
 Keep your center of gravity (hips) over your "driveline" to home plate 

 Stay loaded and closed with your hips and trunk 


 Can use the glove arm and lead leg as counter-balance sit back more into your 
back leg 

 “Alignment” here is more about maintaining your “driveline” – don’t be in 
rush to get arms/shoulders lined up to home plate 

 
Common Tendencies to AVOID: 
 
 Opening up early with the hips and trunk 


 Being too passive with the back leg (reaching out with the front foot instead of 

riding a strong back leg) 
 Being in a rush to get the glove arm pointed at home plate (often leads to 

opening early) 
 Drifting (getting out over the toes) and losing the “driveline” 

 
EXAMPLES of Tendencies to Avoid: 

 

 

Opening early with the hips (see front foot) 
 
Back leg stiff/passive 
 
Arms/shoulders in a rush to get lined up to home 

 
 
 
 

Back foot – weight getting 
out over the toes 

 
Center of gravity losing 
the “driveline” as a result 
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POWER MOVE #4 CHECKLIST 

The Lower-Half Unwind into Foot Plant 
 

KEYS to power Move #4: 

 Hips opening into foot plant, creating separation (belt buckle turning to 

home plate, shoulders stay closed) 

 Back foot rolling/pulling off the rubber (heel beginning to face 2nd base)  

 Good weight transfer into landing (head roughly at the midline) 

 Front knee directed towards home plate at foot plant (front foot begins to 

stabilize) 

 Throwing arrives cocked (roughly 90 degrees) and ready to throw  

Common Tendencies to AVOID: 

 Early trunk rotation (pulling open with the glove arm) 

 Getting out front too soon (head and chest out over the front leg) 

 Not getting the hips open into landing (poor separation) 

 Blocking yourself off with the landing foot/leg 

EXAMPLES of Tendencies to Avoid: 

 

Blocked off with the lower half 

Hips not able to open into landing 

 

 

Early trunk rotation 

Glove arm/elbow pulling open early 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Out front early (head/chest beyond midline) 

  Early trunk rotation  
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POWER MOVE #5 CHECKLIST 

The Stabilize & Launch Sequence 
 

KEYS to power Move #5: 

 Front leg stabilizes (knee doesn't collapse into ball release) 

 Good front foot stability (connection with the ground) 

 Powerful forward “catapult” action and trunk rotation 

 Glove arm is active and strong (not flying out/pulling the pitcher open) 

 Hips get all the way through, finishing over and around a strong front leg  

Common Tendencies to AVOID: 

 Collapsing front knee (sinking into ball release) 

 Hips and center of gravity drifting out beyond the front foot after ball 

release (indicates poor power transfer from lower- to upper-half) 

 Lack of forward trunk tilt (abrupt finish and recoil) 

 Center (hips) drifting or swinging around to the throwing arm side 

EXAMPLES of Tendencies to Avoid: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upright at ball release 

Lack of fwd trunk tilt 

Hips drifting, swinging 

around to the arm side 

(energy misdirection) 

Collapsing front knee  

(leaking over the toe) 

Hips (center of gravity), momentum 

continues to drift to home  

Not getting over/around front hip 

 

 

 

 


